NAWIC, NAWIC Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I) Committee, and our membership are delighted to present an opportunity to recognize key people, partners, and programs in a countrywide, industrywide, and association-wide imperative to support and advance progress. The construction industry requires growth, change, and responsive universal leadership in this regard.

An independent jury of industry professionals in construction, design, and engineering will judge the projects using seven criteria (listed below). Winners will be announced and honored during the Industry Awards Luncheon at NAWIC’s Annual Conference in Houston, TX on August 14-17, 2024. Winner representatives are requested to be present to receive the award on August 15, 2024.

SUBMISSIONS ARE DUE NO LATER THAN MAY 19, 2024

ACT. ACHIEVE. INSPIRE AWARD

Recognize and award chapters that have implemented DE&I initiatives with dedication and authenticity.

APPLICATION INFORMATION

NAWIC Chapter

Address

Email

Phone

Chapter Officers Acknowledgement

President Name	Treasurer Name	Secretary Name

President Signature	Treasurer Signature	Secretary Signature

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

A. Complete the DEI Chapter Assessment Form during a chapter board meeting and initial the form by all present chapter officers.

Pro Tips

Utilize the DEI Chapter Assessment Form to create awareness for your chapters and its efforts to be inclusive. The assessment may serve as a baseline to envisioning equity.

Applications submitted before May 1st receive an automatic entry into a virtual raffle and are eligible to receive a $500 grant.
ACT. ACHIEVE. INSPIRE AWARD

Recognize and award chapters that have implemented DE&I initiatives with dedication and authenticity.

B. Via email in Word or PDF format respond to Questions 1 through 4 to deandi@nawic.org no later than May 19, 2024,

1. ACT: Do you currently have a DE&I committee?

2. ACHIEVE: List your chapter’s DE&I successes. (i.e activities, meetings, events, collaborations and cultivate to advance or educate on the subject of DEI in the AEC industry)

3. INSPIRE: What inspired you to act or redefine your chapter focus? Has your chapter actions inspired others?

4. PLANNING FOR SUCCESS: If chosen as an award recipient, what would you do with the funding?

Pro Tips:

• Collaborate. The most successful entries are joint entries incorporating input from multiple members of the chapter, such as officers, active, corporate, associate, and retired members.

• Visuals matter and are a great way to magnify the impact of your submission. Photographs, videos, and/or achievement slides preferred, but not required.

• Verify that your submission meets all requirements (including word counts and deadlines) before final submission.

By submitting, you agree that your entry becomes the property of the National Association of Women in Construction. We reserve the right to post your submission and photographs online or in print form. We reserve the right to award (or not award) at the discretion of Our MOSAIC. DEI Chapter Assessments will not be posted or made public. Materials will not be returned.